CHAPTER VII
MARRIAGES
marriage among the Hmdoos in Goozerat can take place
only between members of the same caste, and if that be
permanently subdivided, as, for instance, into right and left
hand, of the same subdivision of it Brahmins refer back to
a * gotra,' a supposed ancestor of whose period they are not
distinctly informed, and they do not permit alliances among
his descendants x Other Hmdoos, maintaining the same rule,
construe it less strictly, as they do not pretend to be possessed
of information extending back to so remote a date as that of
the Brahmins The bard, called Wyewuncha—the genealogist
of the caste—can, however, usually trace back to about
twenty descents , and the degrees within which marriage is
prohibited are regulated by the information supposed to be
in his possession In addition to these rules there exists
another, of less authority, but commanding, nevertheless,
almost invariable acquiescence3 which prescribes that the
descendants of the brothers and sisters of a female ancestor
within five descents, or of a step-mother within three descents,
are not fit persons with whom to contract a marriage It is
further declared that a man may not marry the sister of the
wife of his father's brother
The different Kools, or families of the same caste, are
not treated with equal consideration One Kool assumes a
1 [The Brahmamcal rales about marriage are extremely complicated
The leading principle, however, is that there shall be identity of caste
(endogamy) and difference of gotra, (exogamy) Qotra has been explained
p 231, note 2 But each gotra contains exogamous sub gotras named
after more recent eponymous ancestors (pravara), Garga, Sandilya,
Kausika, and Vatsya being the chief A Brahman cannot marry
a saptnda, i e a relative on either side three generations upwards or
downwards, or a woman of his mother's gotra if she is a swptnda A
woman may marry abotoe her class only (hypergamy) On the Hindu
customs of endogamy and exogamy see Sir H Risley, The People of Incka,
2aded,156ff]	J

